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Abstract

Advances in pharmacology and genomics, and their intervention in human biology are beyond our abilities to underst
consequences. Therapeutic intervention in highly complex, non-linear, adaptive biological systems results in some u
and undesirable consequences. To do the most good with the least harm, the information on biological systems
gathered into databases, and into comprehensive quantitative models that can help to predict the long-range effects o
interventions. This is a societal or professional macro-ethical imperative. The Physiome Project helps to meet this im
via databasing and creating models and tools for large-scale integration.To cite this article: J.B. Bassingthwaighte, C. R.
Biologies 326 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

La macro-éthique, de la génomique à la santé : le projet Physiome.Les avancées en pharmacologie et en génom
ainsi que leur intervention en biologie humaine vont au-delà de notre compréhension de leurs conséquences. L’in
thérapeutique sur des systèmes biologiques hautement complexes, non linéaires et adaptables, provoque des co
imprévisibles et indésirables. De manière à faire le plus de bien possible et le moindre mal, l’information sur les s
biologiques doit être regroupée dans des modèles quantitatifs qui prédisent les effets à longue portée des interventions
Ceci est un impératif macro-éthique sociétal ou professionnel, et le projet Physiome fournit un moyen d’y faire face e
des outils d’intégration à grande échelle.Pour citer cet article : J.B. Bassingthwaighte, C. R. Biologies 326 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Keywords: biological databases; computational systems biology; control of gene expression; ethics and society; metabolic engineerin
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1. Introduction

In giving an overview of the state of engineeri
as we enter the new millennium, William Wulf [1] in

E-mail address: jbb@bioeng.washington.edu
(J.B. Bassingthwaighte).
1631-0691/$ – see front matter 2003 Académie des sciences. Publis
doi:10.1016/j.crvi.2003.09.006
troduced the concept of ‘macro-ethical’ behavior, b
havior for which the incentive is to create intelle
tual pressure within our society to do ‘the right thin
for the long-term betterment of the society. Examp
abound: planning with respect to developing ma
tainable energy resources, preserving the environm
avoiding ecological disasters, educatingall of our peo-
hed by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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ple well. The macro-ethical issue we address here c
cerns practical means for advancing health care, w
minimizing risk and maximizing benefits. The thes
is that it is our duty to ‘think as hard as we can’ to pl
for the future.

The current approaches to developing new the
pies are not sufficient to prevent unlikely calamito
results. There will be no sure way. What is need
is a great leap forward to allow ‘knowledgeable’ c
culation of risk and benefit. We need information
which to make the wisest possible decisions. G
insertion, stem cell infusion, and new pharmace
cals are not within the purview of scientific fundin
agencies, but of regulatory agencies such as the F
and Drug Administration in the USA. They opera
to protect us against advances that are too spec
tive or too risky. They are heavily dependent on la
and expensive, clinical trials, which put human su
jects at risk in the interest of protecting others. Mo
over, most novel interventions are right at the ed
the possibilities are great, but the evidence is sp
and the risk of failure, and harm or damage, is hi
When faced with such issues, Wulf’s admonition
to think hard, as mightily as one can, to move ah
as one must, but to minimize the likelihood of har
My interpretation of this is that we must arm o
intuition and insight to maximize our power to pr
dict.

2. Complexity, informatics and information flow

A problem in medicine and biology is that muc
relevant information is undiscovered, unreliable or d
ficult to retrieve. A completed human genome do
not suffice to define human function, although it is
guide to a list of possible ingredients. The genetica
derived ingredients, the proteins, are much more
merous than genes; in yeast there are about three
teins per gene and in humans more like ten prote
per gene. The concentrations of the proteins, the m
sure of their expression in the various cell types
unpredictable from the genome, being governed a
by environment, behavior and by the dynamic re
tionships amongst proteins, substrates, ionic com
sition, energy balance, and so on. The large varia
in the ratios of protein concentrations to their mRN
levels attests to the insecurity in predicting indiv
-

-

ual protein levels from the message. Proteins are
thesized and broken down continuously. Pretran
tional selection from different parts of the DNA s
quence, post-translational slicing out of parts of
protein, splicing of two or more proteins togeth
and combining groups of proteins together into fu
tional assembly line-like complexes, all contribute
increasing the variety of the products of gene exp
sion.

Knowledge of the proteins, their locations and co
centrations in various cell types under various con
tions and the kinetics of the reactions in which ea
is involved, would comprise a magnificent databa
The organizers of the enzyme handbooks and
zyme databases (for example, WIT of Selkov et al.
http://www.anl.gov), of the protein data banks such
PDB (http://pdb.sdsc.edu) and Swissprot (http://www.
expasy.ch) have made giant strides toward such go
They provide sequence and much structure, but l
function. Selkov’s database is oriented toward prov
ing kinetic or functional information, rather than stru
tural, and it covers a wide variety of species, be
more complete on single cell species than on more
vanced species.

3. The combinatorial dilemma

The sorting out of the genome will leave us w
a moderate number of genes to incorporate into
thinking. The estimates of the number have co
down from the range of 60 to 100 000 to half
those. It is now apparent that the level of compl
ity in mammalian protein expression far exceeds t
of C. elegans with its 19 536 genes and 952 cells: w
might have only double or triple the number of gen
but have a much higher ratio of proteins per ge
If there are 10 proteins per gene resulting from p
transcriptional divergence and from post-translatio
modifications, then we have on the order of hal
million proteins, in widely varied abundance. If ea
interacts with five others (for example, exchang
substrates with neighbors in a pathway or mod
ing the kinetics of others in a signaling sequenc
then each protein may be linked to all others in
cell through rather few steps, a kind of ‘6 degre
of separation’ from any other protein. If there we
only two states per protein the numbers of poss

http://www.anl.gov
http://pdb.sdsc.edu
http://www.expasy.ch
http://www.expasy.ch
http://www.expasy.ch
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cellular states would be huge. Ours is not, howe
a binary system of bits, but a composite of a s
chastic and continuous systems in perpetual cha
so that the numbers of possibilities become cou
less. Moreover, cells contain not just proteins, but s
strates and metabolites, and are influenced by thei
vironments. The complexity provides a basis for fun
tionality not predictable from the function of any
the components, but ‘emergent’ behavior coming fr
interactions among larger integrated units, subce
lar systems, or aggregates of cells, tissues, org
and systems within an organism. Physiological s
tems are highly non-linear, higher-order, and prov
a milieu in which chaotic dynamics are observed
3]. Chaotic dynamics implies short-term predictab
ity, long-term unpredictability, but a confined ope
ating range. By the stability of themilieu interieur,
Bernard [4,5] meant a mildly fluctuating state rath
than a stagnant ‘homeostasis’. Real biological syst
are ‘homeodynamic’, a word implying ‘fluctuation un
der control’.

What the idea of complexity implies is that ev
if we knew all proteins and all the rate constants
their reactions we would still have trouble predicti
the outcome of an intervention that interfered w
any one of these proteins. Nevertheless, remembe
that even chaotic systems have behavior that is exa
predictable for some short time, it is clearly possible
predict something about the outcomes of a propos
therapy. Since proteins are building blocks or no
on pathways, and each reacts with substrates or o
proteins of a limited variety, there are road maps
reactions. The charts of biochemical reactions ar
good start, and give the stoichiometry of the reactio
though information on the thermodynamics is abse
The charts have limitations: some reactions and s
proteins are missing, and there is no indication of
fluxes along the pathways. There is little informati
on the substances controlling the activities of enzym
or transporters, or about the spatial arrangement
the proteins in pathways. We need information on
regulatory pathways for gene expression so we
begin to discover how adaptations occur over lo
times. ‘Thinking hard’, quantitatively, is difficult an
not presently likely to yield accurate prediction of t
effects of intervention at the single protein level.
,

,

r

4. Bioinformatics includes the databasing of
physiological and anatomic data

Databases, well maintained and easily access
are greatly needed in order to develop behavior
realistic models of systems. There are cogent a
ments for building large databases to capture b
logical data [6,7]. US federal support has gone i
genomic and the proteomic databases, but not
storing higher-level physiological information. Th
US National Library of Medicine’s effort to preserv
anatomic information (The Visible Human projec
http://www.nlm.nih.gov) is a part of the morphom
(which we define as anatomic and morphometric),
as are the genomic and proteomic databases. T
concern structure, an essential prerequisite to func
but are not enough by themselves.

Physiology and pathophysiologyconcern proces
the dynamics, kinetics, and the functioning of tho
structures. Statistical descriptions and correlation
physiological variables is not enough. The need
for explanation and mechanism, and for understa
ing regulation and control. The potential for mod
is that they can, at their best, account for mechanis
and thereby define cause and effect. At their lesser
els, they can be used to summarize statistics on a
tem.

Models can used to capture information and
tegrate it into a comprehensive, self-consistent c
ceptual framework, conveying understanding. Mo
els come in varied forms, sketches of concepts,
agrams of relationships or schemas of interactio
mathematical models defined by sets of equations,
computational models (from analytical mathemati
solutions or from numerical solutions to different
or algebraic equations) which can be explored b
user to develop insight into how the model and
real system (if the model is reasonably correct)
have. The Physiome Project, described below, c
bines these two goals, databasing and integrative m
eling. Without data there is nothing to model; witho
models, there is no source of deep predictive un
standing and no guide as to what next sets of infor
tion are needed. Without models our intuition is n
fully armed.

http://www.nlm.nih.gov
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5. Therapy is risky, but therapeutic risks will be
taken

One cannot predict with certainty, but one h
to go ahead anyway when failure to do someth
leads only to the death of a patient. The desig
of pharmaceuticals to alleviate multiple sclerosis,
developer of stem cells modified to cure diabe
the developer of materials for prolonged, control
release of drugs, all have immense pressures to m
forward into the unknown, even knowing there is ris
More information would help, if it were integrated an
presentable in forms that advance understanding
allow one to examine conjectures, to answer our ‘W
if?’. Ideally, computer models should run “at th
speed of thought”, responding faster than we can th
of the next question. Highly efficient computatio
lends itself to broad exploration of a system that
been well modeled and thereby allows us to evalu
contemplated plans and also to critique the behavio
the models.

6. The macro-ethical imperative

In order to do the right thing, to move ahead w
the best assurance, the most insight, with the
best hedged, one must do one’s utmost to pre
accurately. The databasing, the development, arc
ing, and dissemination of simple and complex syste
models, the exploration and critiquing, and the eval
tion (and, necessarily, the rejection or improvement
models become part of this moral imperative to th
with the greatest possible depth into the problems
companying and created by intervening into biolo
cal systems, either that of the individual or that of
ecosystem.

The information needs to be in the public doma
and maintained in forms that can be accessed
the web. Our government agencies need to add
the issue of providing funding for databases that
larger than any previously developed for biology, da
bases which will probably challenge the skills of ev
the experts who have done this in atmospheric
ences and astronomy. The low reliability of phys
logical and pharmacological information and the i
pediments to its maintenance, the control of its qu
ity, and the complexities of providing an assessmen
its reproducibility, these are issues that are more d
cult than sequencing and sorting the genome. Th
too need to be addressed as a part of the macro-et
imperative.

7. The Physiome Project

Undertaking the Physiome Project is a respons
the macro-ethical imperative to minimize risk wh
advancing medical science and therapy [8,9] a
http://www.physiome.org/files/Petrodvoret.1997/abstrac.
Other responses to be taken in parallel include
mal experimentation, epidemiological data acquisit
and analysis in human disease. The ‘physiome’ is
fined as the quantitative description of the functio
state of the organism. Like the genome, it is an
ject to be defined for each species and each indi
ual within the species. Quantitative representation
the composite and integrated system behavior of
living organism is accomplished through the devel
ment of a hierarchical set of mathematical models r
resenting the behavior of the system. The models
linked to databases of information from a multitu
of experiments and observations: an explicitly qu
titative model is the means of bringing comprom
and self-consistency into the understanding of the
tem.

The Physiome Project is the effort to define the
physiome of individual species from bacteria to m
through databasing, systematic organization of the
formation and integrative modeling to make pred
tions from the information. At this point the Proje
is developing spontaneously as a multinational c
laborative effort. It began through collaborations
tablished among groups of scientists in a small nu
ber of fields, and encompasses only a small frac
of physiological fields [10]. In each field, the inves
gators have begun with finite, achievable goals,
have proceeded to put the pieces together into
pressive edifices of thoughtful integration. A webs
http://www.physiome.org, serves to provide some hi
tory and is a guide to other sites. See, for example
Cardiome efforts of McCulloch (http://cardiome.ucsd
edu) and of Hunter et al. (http://www.bioeng.auckland
nz/physiome/physiome.php), the cardiac electrophys
iology efforts of Winslow et al. (http://perspolis.bme
jhu.edu), Rudy et al. (http://www.cwru.edu/med

http://www.physiome.org/files/Petrodvoret.1997/abstracts/
http://www.physiome.org
http://cardiome.ucsd.edu
http://cardiome.ucsd.edu
http://cardiome.ucsd.edu
http://www.bioeng.auckland.nz/physiome/physiome.php
http://www.bioeng.auckland.nz/physiome/physiome.php
http://www.bioeng.auckland.nz/physiome/physiome.php
http://perspolis.bme.jhu.edu
http://perspolis.bme.jhu.edu
http://perspolis.bme.jhu.edu
http://www.cwru.edu/med/CBRTC/faculty.htm
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CBRTC/faculty.htm) and Noble et al. (http://noble.
physiol.ox.ac.uk), the Microcirculation Physiome o
Popel et al. (http://www.bme.jhu.edu/news/microphy)
and our own efforts in the processes of transp
and exchange (http://nsr.bioeng.washington.edu). The
models, via iteration with new experimentation,
move contradictions and demonstrate emergent p
erties. They are part of the tool kit for the ‘reverse e
gineering’ of biology.

Large-scale models of cell systems or overall r
ulatory systems such as endocrine systems are
ing built up of modular elements. A cell metabolis
model, for example, is composed of transporte
channels, and enzymes, binding sites. These are
ganized to handle ionic currents, pathways fluxes,
action sequences, and volume fluxes. They are
strained by balances of mass, volume, charge
membrane potential, redox potential, and limited
conservation laws for key elements and chemical c
stituents. The modularity is vital, for at the lowest le
els it allows for the reusability of the code for speci
components, and at higher levels for the maintena
of model code after it is proved out for numerical acc
racy and as an adequate representation of the bio
The models serve as working hypotheses, tempo
versions of what is believed to be the ‘correct’ biolo
until replaced. Each one invites dissenting opinion,
alternative hypothesis, and therefore, as propose
Platt [11] the designing of the critical experiment th
distinguishes between the alternatives: the experim
must disprove at least one of the hypotheses an
advance science.

Although the Physiome Project is well enough d
fined to begin to serve as a contributor to the mac
ethical imperative, at this point it is only an idea
istic summary of good intentions. Its full realizatio
will come as many small projects develop and beco
useful for those thinking about systems and analyz
data. The concepts about how to do biological m
eling are changing, and will change more rapidly
appreciation that modeling is a requirement for b
logical research, and for the development of pred
tive capability, just as happened in physics and ch
istry.

The hierarchical nature of biological systems is
guide to the development of hierarchies of mod
While models at the molecular level can be ba
on biophysics, chemistry, energetics, and molec
-

.

dynamics, it is obviously impractical to use molecu
dynamics in describing the fluxes through sets
biochemical pathways, just as it is not practical to
the full set of biochemical reactions when describ
force-velocity relationships in muscle, nor to use
details of myofilament crossbridge reactions wh
describing limb movement and athletic performan
By analogy, one does not use quarks to build truck

Quantitative considerations provide the keys to
derstanding systems. By observing model behav
one gains much insight about the real system. To a
the risk of being misled by an erroneous model, o
must assess its closeness to reality. The databas
observations and experimental results are the b
from which to synthesize the schema and quantita
models that link the data from many experiments i
self-consistent manner. This is in the style of ‘thinki
as hard as one can’, maximizing the integrated kno
edge to gain as much foresight as one can muster
such means we will be able to improve how we th
about metabolic control, genetic regulatory networ
error correction and its energy cost in translation
mRNA to protein, signal transmission, cell recog
tion, etc.,and we will begin to be able to predict, no
very much at first, but gradually more.

Biological models can be defined at many hier
chical levels from gene to protein to cell, to organs a
intact organisms. Practical models represent only
or two levels in the hierarchy. At a given hierarchic
level, the strategy is not to model the details of eve
occurring in several underlying layers of the syste
but to capture the essence of their behavior kinetic
with good exactitude. This will give the proper d
namics at the chosen level for the circumstances sp
fied. This leaves a problem: mono-hierarchical mod
have limited capability to adapt to changes in con
tions. To handle transient conditions the modeler m
make sure that the simplifications used in represe
tions of events at the lower hierarchical levels are s
correct: when changes are consequential, the mod
must adjust the computations at the lower level and
corporate them into the higher integrative level. (T
is analogous to using adjustable time steps in syst
of stiff equations.)

http://www.cwru.edu/med/CBRTC/faculty.htm
http://www.cwru.edu/med/CBRTC/faculty.htm
http://noble.physiol.ox.ac.uk
http://noble.physiol.ox.ac.uk
http://noble.physiol.ox.ac.uk
http://www.bme.jhu.edu/news/microphys/
http://nsr.bioeng.washington.edu
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8. Application of physiome-style approaches to
the design of therapy

Consider the futuristic state when well-develop
models are available. The goal is to minimize r
while providing benefit. The models can then
explored for projected efficacy, for side effects, and
other long-range effects. This is why the modeling
imperative. To do this well, the models must exte
from gene regulation to the functions of the organis

Industrial and academic competitiveness will be
hanced for those who have the biological informat
and models most readily available. Like genomic
formation, biological information and models shou
be in the public domain. Policy needs to be made c
at federal and international levels so that parochia
titudes and pecuniary interests do not handicap o
access to knowledge and scientific developments
depend on that knowledge.

Embarking on the Physiome Project has its o
risks and benefits. While the expected benefit is b
ter therapy and the more rapid development and t
ing of therapies, both pharmaceutic and genomic,
downside is the expense: immense databases,
maintenance, and the integrative modeling thro
multiple levels is costly. The costly investment
predicted to recompense society by a reduction
catastrophic error and the pharmaceutical indu
by a reduction in the costs of bringing a drug
market. Mind you, really effective risk reduction
a long way off for it requires very deep and ve
broad integration; for example, the effects of thalid
mide on embryonic development would only be p
vented through models extending all the way fro
adult cell functioning to the regulation of expre
sion.

No individual investigator or group can make bu
huge databases and construct large sets of mode
it is unethical to take large risks with human subjec
and if offsetting the risks requires national and inter
tional investment, then undertaking large scale bios
r

f

tems analyses such as make up the Physiome Pr
is a societal macro-ethical imperative.
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